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Abstract

This pa er contains the latest draft of the
AX.25 protoco f s lecification.

ti
This is the first

%
ublic release o this draft. darlier drafts have
een aiven to specific inviduals for comment and
as a rgference  for software develo
should be expected. Please R

ment. Chan es
c eck the AM AD8

I\lewsletter for announcements of later versionr

History

cols
Over the years there have been several proto-
sug ested

System B
for use at layer L of the IS

nterface Reference Model (OSI-RM %FY
Amateur Radio. The one syst;EtkE;i has been in
use is based on the IBM 3LC
been workin as far as it wentrl . One'of

and it has
the imme-

diate
its Fi

rob emsf that came up with StiLC was that
ad ress

f
ield of SDLC is very limited (being

one byte long causing problems if there are many
amateurs on at'a time.

T
3
ing to come up with a protocol that every-

one wou d agree to seemed like an almost im ossi-
ble task a year ago. What we at AMRAD deci s.ed to
do was to go over the various protocols in use or
available to the amateur, figure out the best and
worst parts of each protocol and see if the proto-
col could be "enhanced'" to work the
amateur radio enviroment. Af!

roperly over
er reviewing the

various protocols around and talking with
in the computer networking industry, we deci 5.

eople
ed to

push the X.22 standard modified to allow a larger
address field. At about this time, a group of
amateurs in New Jersey were coming to the same
conclusion. so about mid-June of 1982 the two
groups
an r

t'togethe: and after two weekends carneT::
un erstandin

most delicate par
on a level 2 protocol.

f _of the negotiations between the
two groups concerned the name to be given this
protocol. In order to not ste on an ones toes,
It was decided to call the pro ocol Af 3; .2& which
stands for Amateur X.25.

The next step in the evolvement of AX.25 was
that in October of IYtiZ, AMSAT
of some

hosteicge at&;i;g
of the leaders in amateur

AMRAD was at the m;;lee;g, along witR
f

re resental
tives from TAPR, AMSAT and PPR8 Three
davs of intense discussion foll6wed. and aA agree-
me& was finally reached on a nation-wide cornFat+
ble protocol. AX.25 was then modified to be com-
patible with this new protocol (basically the only
major changes were an additional extension of the
address field, and the addition of a Protocol
Identifier, or PID field).

The rest of this a er will describe the
basics of the AX.23 leve93 protocol.

Ax.25 Layer  2 Protocol  Specifcation

This protocol
Recommendations 35OY,
62% high-level data
some terminology found

This protocol also conforms with AilSI X3.66,
describing ADCCP, balanced mode.

This
R
rotocol is written to work equally well

in either alf- or full-duplex amateur radio envi-
roments.

This protocol has been written to work equal-
lv well for either Point-to-point connections. or
connections made thru a lar*er
metropolitan network

f tgev,c,, such'as a
control er

This protocol doe
9

allow the establishment of
more than one layer 2 link layer) connection per
device, if the device is so capable.

This protocol also follows in principle the
CCPTT X.25 recommendation, with the exception of
an extended address fie d and the addition of the
Unnumbered Information tUI) frame.

Host layer 2 protocols assume that o;frk;;fe
device (generally called a DC& or data
terminating equipment) is connected to o;everTi
smaller devices (us
terminating equipment ?I

ally called a DTii:,
l AX.25 assumes that both

ends of the link are balanced, thereby eliminating
the two different classes of device.

Frame Structure

Level 2 packet-radio transmissions are sent
in small blocks called frames. These frames are
made up of smaller parts, called fields. Fig. 1
shows how the three types of frames are made up.
Fig. 1 shows the frames in the same bit order that
most packet articles show them. Unfortunate1
this method has led t some confusion,

4 1
since tK k

least-si nificant bit LSjB is to the left rather
than to fh: right, as most people would ordinarily
assume. ointing this out early in this
a er

iif?
to preveni mass confusion as I progress.

a er on, I will switch to a hopefully more under-
standable way of showing the frame ans its compo-
nents.

Field Definitions

The frame is made up of several parts, called
fields. tiach of ttese

f
ields is made up of an

integral number of octets or bytes), and serves a
specific function.

Flag Field

Since amateur packet radio is a bit-oriented
protocol, the
over

only way to tell ;E;n i;Feframe  1s
and another is starting is to

delimit each frame with a certain bit sequence
both at the beginning and the end. This is the

A flag consists of a zero
by another zero, or
to the bit stuffing

mentioned the only time this sequence is
allowed * at' the beginning and end of a
legitimatelSframe.

Address Field

The address field is used to identify both
where the frame came from and what the destination
of it is. In the CCITT recommendation X.25, this
field is only one octet long. This permits at
most L3b users per level 2 channel, and since some
-bits of this field were used for other purposes,
the real number of users were 'about thirty per
level L channel. Both the HDLC and A1)CCP recom-
mendations allowed the address field to be ex-
tended, so we decided to extend the address field
per their recommendations in the amateur version
of X.25 to include the callsigns of both the
destination and source amateur radio stations.

The method used to extend the address field
will be described shortly.

Control Field

The control field is used to identify the
t Pe
%

of frame and control several attributes of
t e level 2 connection. It is one octet in
len th, and its encoding will be discussed in a
folfowing section.

PID-Field

only
The Protocol Identifier (P1.D) field is LE&
in information frames, and identifies
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kind of layer 3 protocol, if any, is in use. Its
encoding is as follows:

Reserved at the moment.
AX.25 layer 3 implemented.
AX.25 layer 3 implemented.
No layer 3 im
Escape characP

lemented.
er. i\Jext byte

contains more PID information.

Where:

1. An x indicates a "don't care" bit.
2. A y indicates all combinations used.

Information Field

The information field is used to convey the
;;Eu,,l user data from one end of the link to the

frame;,
I fields are allowed in only three tyes of

frame.
the I frame, the UI frame and the FKMR

and
The I field can be up to 2% octets long,

Any
should be an even multiple of
information

octets long.
in the I field should be

!
assed

along the link totally transparently, exce for
any zero-bit insertion necessa

2
to prevenP

from accidentally appearing in t e I field.
flags

Frame Check Sequence

The frame-check sequence is a sixteen-bit
number calculated by both the sender and receiver
of a frame. It is used to make sure that the
frame was not corrupted by the medium used to get
the frame from the sender to the receiver.
calculated in accordance
recommendations.

with IS0 3509 (EL;7

Bit Stuffing

In order to asgure that the flag sequence
mentioned above doesn t accidentially ap ear
where else in a frame, as the frame is i

any-

it should be monitored, and if more
eing sent
than five

contiguous ones are detected, a zero bit should be
added between the fifth and sixth ones, eliminat-
i...gmethe possibility of-a flag appearing in the

other than where It belongs. The receiver
of five ones, a zero, and more ones should automa-
tically eliminate the inserted zero before passing
the data on.

Bit Order of Transmission

With the exception of the FCY field, all
other fields in an' AX.25 frame should be sent
starting with the least-significant bit. In ac-
cordance with NLC

F
ractices, the FCS should be

sent most-significan bit first.

Frame Abort

If a frame must be prematurely aborted, at
least fifteen contiguous ones should be sent with
no bit stuffing added.

Invalid Frames

Any frame consisting of less than 136 bits,
or
not

not bounded by opening and closing flags, or
octet aligned (an integral n-umber of octets)

should be considered an invalid frame by the link
layer.

Address Field Encoding

The address field of all frames should be
encoded with both the destination and source ama-
,teur callzigns of the frame. If a level 2 amateur
repeater is to be used, its callsi should also

be in the address field. AX.25 fo lows the HDLCY
recommended method of extendin

f!
the address field.

order to fit all this in ormation
iidress field.

into the

Basically, the way the HDLC address field is
extended beyond one octet is to reserve the least-
significant bit of each octet for what is called
an “extender bit". This bit is set to zero if the
next octet contains more address field informa-
tion, and is set to one if this is the last octet.
T!zdlake room for this extender bit, the amateur.

call sign information is shifted one bit to
the left.

Non-Repeater Address--Field Encoding.-

If a level 2 repeater is not being used, the
address field is encoded as shown in Fig. 2. The
destination address is the call sign of the ama-
teur radio station that the frame is addressed to,
,w,h'ile  the source address contains the amateur

sign who sent the frame. These call signs
9re the call signs of the two ends of a level 2
AX.25 link only, not of any other station, such as
the destination of a packet going thru an inter-
mediary link. Those addresses should be in a
higher layer, not layer 2.

Al thru Al4 are the fourteen octets that make
Fyeiihe two address sub-fields of the address

tets ion
destination sub-address is seven oc-

f
thru A'?'), and is sent first. This

dill al ow the receivers of the f'rame time to
check the destination address sub-field and see if
the frame is for them while the rest of the frame
is being received. The source address sub-field
is then sent in octets At3 thru Al 4. Both of these
sub-fields are encoded in the same manner, except
for the last octet having the HDLC address ex-
tender bit set. Since they are b'3sicall the
same, only the destination sub-address wi 15 be
outlined.

There is an extra octet at the end of each
address sub-field that allows room

Identifier (SSID)
for a

Secondary-Station
additional bits for future expansion. a!i!te "EEY 7
.field allows an AmaLteur  Radio operator to have
more than one packet radio station. This is use-
:ful when an amateur wants to put up a repeater in
addition to his regular station for example.

Appendix A shows a typical AX.25 frame in the
non-repeater mode.

,Jestination Sub-Field, bncoding

Fig. 3 shows how an amateur call sign is
placed in the destination address sub-field, oc-
cupying octets Al thru A7.

1 Octet 1 ASCII ;Bin.DataiHex  Data;
----------------I----------------.---

;1L)lc)llld/  AE 1
,100"w.q t34 {
,~“d’ddd,  b8 1
(10i)101dtl,  94 \
(10i)~11i)i)(  t3c: j
,10c>1c)cN0,  y2 1
, OHHSSllU, I---------------~-------------------

Bit Position--> 765452ld

Fig. 3. Destination Field Encodilx- - - -

Where:

1.

2.

3.

4.

2% t pP octet (Al) is the first octet
sort of like pop

f
ing it off the

to
ocP

of the stack), wlhbitdof each
et being the first bit sent, and bit

7 being the last bit sent.

The first
each octet

(low order or bit 0) bitblTf
is the i-iII)LC extender ’

which is set to zero on all but the lash
octet in the address field, where it is
set to one.

The bits marked "H" are reserved bits.
they may be used in an agreed upon
manner in individual networks. If the
aren t implemented, they should be se1
to one.

The characters of the callsi should be
standard seven-bit ASCII
only) before bein

f?

f
shifted 1:f!

er case
to make

room for the ex ender bit. If the
callsign is less than six characters
long it
traliing

should be padded at the
end with ASCII spaces between

thEetend  of the callsign and the SSID
.

The SSID portion of the last octet has
been intentionally left vague at this
point, and is left u to the individual
station to assign. Tf: e only recommended
restrictio
condition
case 9ne wants to reach an amateur
dooesn t know what SSID that amateur
operates under.

The actual encoding techni
repeater a+ repeater weration Y

;ys,,iEr both non-
.
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Level 2 Repeater Address-Field tincodlng-- -

If a frame is to go thou a level 2 amateur
packet repeater, there is an additional address
sub-field added to the end of the address field.
This additional sub-field contains the call sign
of the repeater to be used; - ‘i’his will allow mGrre
than one repeater to share the same rf
which has been a problem with the older

channel,.
If this field exists, the last octet of $ZZZEe
sub-field has its extender bit set to zero, indi-
cating that more address-field data follows. T he
repeater address sub-field is encoded in the same
manner as tne destination and source address sub-
fields,
called the “A

exceptbi{or ~ one bit in the last octet,

whether a frame has
l’he i1 bit is used to indicate

been repeated or not. This is
necessary to prevent someone from potentially
receiving two identical frames, the one
the repeater, and the one coming back f

oing to
rom the

re eater.
it

Fig. 4 shows how the repeater address
su -field is encoded. Appendix B is an exsmple of
a complete frame on its way back from a repeater.

i Clctet 1 ASCII /Bin.Oat&ex Datai
------------------------------o--

/Ic)li)llld~  Ad

,wuldi)ij(  ,'c)0u~100, $4 08

1

{ 10c)101c)0,  94
1 f

3c~1c)01001q  ('dc)0l130( 9
1

1 HtiihSSll.4 1

1 1

I------I------.----------------------
Bit birder -4 70~45LliI

Fig 4.- - Repeater Address .dncoding- - - - -

Where:

1.

2 .

3*

4.

It

The top octet is the first octet sent,
with bit c) being sent first, bit 7 sent
last of each octet.

As with the source and destinatbi.!
address sub-fields discussed above,
0 of each octet is the r1DLC address
extender bit, which is set to zer on
all but the last address octet 9A21)
where it is set to one.

The “K ” bits are reserved just like in
the source and destination sub-fields.

The “H” bit is the has-been-repeated
bit. It is set to zero on a non-
repeated frame, and set to one by the
repeater when the frame has been
repeated-

should be noted that some of the advan-
tages of this addressing scheme are mentioned in
Appendix C.

Control Field Formats- -

The control field is responsible for identi-
f ing
T

what type of frame is being sent, and is
a so used to convey commands and res onses from
one end of the link to the other eo maintain
proper control over the link.

The control fields used in AX.25 use the
CCITT x.25 control fields for balanced operation,
with an additional control field taken from A3CCP
to allow connectionless and round-table operation.

There are three general types of AX.25
frames. They are the I
the Supervis ry f’ram
bered frame PU frame . Fig.e

4
%o;y;me

‘ 7
n f;;;e thL frame),

U nnum-
5 shows the basic

format of the control field associated with these
types of frames.

iControl Field [ Jonlrol,E>eld yi.t(s i
I Type /i-5,4,52 I

1 I Frame 1 11(H) /P/E 1 d(S) 1 c) 1
----------------------.------.----.---.-
I S Frame 1 N(H) lP/I( s s; 0; 1 1
.--.--------.-oIIPI-.-.--------.---.----
f U Frame 1 1vI 14 !!I ( P/r' 1 iul 14 1 1 ; 1 1

Where:

1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

Bit i> is the first bit sent, bit 7 is
tne last bit sent of tne cant rol field.

d(Y) is the send sequence number (bit 2
is the LSi=#).

d(R) is the receive
6 is the ~Stij.

sequence number (bit

The “5 ” bits aris the
f#Anction  bits,

supervi;ory
and their encoding 1s

discussed below.

The “i4” bits are the unnumbered frame
modifier bits and their encoding is
discussed below.

The P/3 bit is the Poll/Final bit. Its
function is described in more detail
shortly.

Control Field Definitions-I___L__---
Information Frame Control Field--- - -----

field set
A 11 I frames 1 ave bi t d cf the contr;3

to zero. 1~ S/: is the sender’s
s a; uence
frame ) .

number (the senti st-‘pencis  number of ti-iis
d(d) is the sende r s receive

(the s e’quence number of the next
s et.p erxe

number exi)t”ct ed
received f rme . ‘Y’hese numbers are described in
the section regarding flow control.

Supervisory Frame Control Field---- --- P-e

Supervisor frames
::

are denoted by havi r;
bit L> of tne contra. fiel\l set to one, and bit ‘r:
of the control field set to zero. 6 frames p r3-
vide supervisor,! link cant rol such as a&now-
lea,Jing  or requestin retr3nc;mission  0:’ I fr:;lmes,
and link level ~tiinZoti cant rol. .jinZe s f ra:r:es
don’t have an inf’ormtltion ;‘ield, t,he s3nder’s send
variable and the receiver s receive variable a re
not incremented for S frames.

Unnumbered Frame Control Field- - -  - - -  -
Unnumbered frames are distinguished by

ha.ving both bits i! and 1 set to one. J frames are
r;spomible  for maintaining (control over the link
beyond what is accomplisned with j frames.
a re also respons i ble for the es tsblishment

T 1-l ey
an d

tearing down of the lintc. li frames also sll.0~ for
the transmission and reception of information
outside of’ tne normal flow control. Some U frames
may contain information fields.

Control Field Parameters- -
sequence  i\rumbers :?nd Va ria bles- - - -

sequential
livery AX.25 1 frame shall1 be assigned  a
number f’rom 0 to '7. T h i s  h i l l  ail\;\w  u p

t 0 seven outstanding 1 frames per level 2 connez-
tion at a time.

Send State Variable V(5)- - -

The send state variable is an internal
variable that is never sent. It cor%tins the next
s q uential number to be assigned to the next
transmitted I frame. This va ri a t&e is updated
upon the t ransmijs ion of each 1 frame.

Send Sequence Number ;d ( S)

The send sequence number is found in the
control field of all i frame;. 1-t contains the
se 1 uence number of the I frame being sent.
p&or to the transmission of the 1 frame,

Just
N(S) is

updated to equal the send state state variable.

Receive State Variable V(k)p__cIIp

The receive state variable is an inter-
nal variable that contains the sqdence number of
t,ne next expected received I frame.
i. s

1’his va ri abl?
updated upon t#he reception of an error-free

frame whose send sequence number equals the pre-
sent received state variable value.

Received Sequence  ilumber id( R j-___1_1_-.

The received sequence number is in blath
I and S frames. Prior to sending an I or S frame,5.Fig* Control Field Formats- -_II____1__1_
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this variable is u
%
datea to equal that of the

received state varia ie. thus lmplictlv  acknow-
ledging the pro er reception of all I frkmes up to
and including l\l R)-1 .a

Poll/Final (P/F) Bit

The P/F bit may be used i
frames. It is used in a command ;I,%) %%: E
request an immediate re ly to a frame. The reply

t
o this
final) %

011 is indict ! ed by setting the response
it in the apsjropriate  frame.

outstanding poll condition per directionOnly zeis -
lowed at a time.

Control Field Encoding

Information Frame Control Field

The informa t;ion frame control field ’
encoded as shown in big. These frames a::
sequentially numbered to mainf,ain control of their
passage over the link level connection.

Cant rol. Field Bits

Fig* 6. ------I Fra.me Control Field

SuDervisorv Frame Control Field

The supervisory frame c=>ntrol fields are
encoded as shown in Fig;. 7. In AX.25, S frames
are used only as responses to other frames.

Receive Ready (RR) Response

Receive Ready is used to do the fol-
lowing:

1. To indicate that the sender of the RR is
now able to recieve more I frames.

2. To acknowledge pro erly
f

received 1
frames up to, and lnc uding rJ(R)-1.

5. To clear a previously set busy condition
created by an RIW command having been
sent.

It should be noted that the status of
the other side of the link can be requested by
setting the poll bit.

Receive Not Ready (HNR) Response

Receive not ready is used to indicate to
the sender of I frames that receiver is temporari-
ly busy and cqnnot hcce more I frames.
Frames up t

P
N(R)-1 R

t any

numbered 1; R)
are ac nowledged. Any I frames

and higher that ;night have been
caught in between and not acknowledged when the
RLJR command was sent are dOT acknowledged.

sending of
The RdRR;on~G&ion can be clearedTks pt ;
a UA, ’ or ZABI~I frame. 7

bit can be used wit&in tie HL& frame to interro-
gate the status of the other side of the link.

Reject (RKJ) Resplznse- -

The re ‘ect
i!

frame is used to re
retransmission 0 I f’rames starting with sp

est
1 R).

sy
that were sent with a sequence number

or less are acknowledged. Additional I
frame
the LJ 9

to the rt2 t ransmission of
R)

may be a pendeci
frame iF there are any.

Only one reiect frame condition is al-
lowed in each direction at a tine.
condition is cleared b<y the roper rece The re aecrttion 0!
frames up to the I frame t at causedR 1he reject
condition to be initiated.

As with the other supervisoqy responses,
the P/F bit ma-v be used in the HZJ frame.

klumbered Type Frames

Umumbered frame control fields are
ei ther commands or responses. ‘This s tsnda rd f ol-
lows X.25 as much as possible. The only deviation
from X.25 i

9
in the a.ddition  of the LJnnumbered

In:?orma tion UI) frame from ADWP. X.25 is de-
si,med to work with ‘.n full-duplex systems with
on.Sy one main device
users (i)T&).

i i>Cti) and potentially many

A*?lateur Radio packet systems differ greatly
on both of these respects.
Radio packet networkln

-\lot only is Amateur

3
done in a half-du lex rf

en-ii ronment , but many C~/ij!i% i:e shar-
i..f; the same channel.

links many
Many amateurs have reiected

of X.23 as a result of th es e
X.& ‘z& easily be enhanced so that it will per-

problems.

fo:rm properly over amat,eur radio.

Fig. 8 shows the layout of LT frames
ment ed within this standard.

imple-

Set Asynchronous Balanced Mode (SA]3iv!)  Command- - -

The SAEM command :LS used to place 2
stations in the asynchronous &ilanced mode, ‘This
is a balanced mode of operation known as LAP
where I)C& and i>TLs are treated as equaILs,

Information fields aren’t allowed in
SAIGI commands. Any outstandin

!?
i frame-

1 remain
:; If ft wh,”3I

thEI S~ih4 command is issued wi unacknowl
le c.ge d.

I)isconnect (DISC) Command-
The DLX commgnd is used to termrlnate a

link session between  two stations. (40 information
f iesld is permitted in 9 L&K coirimand f ramt?. Any
outstanding I frames will rernaln outstanding.

Disconnected PIode (Ulg) Response-
The disconnected iTlode  response is sent

whenever the Zl?L or i>C;I: receives a f;rame I;thTr
than a ;jA3?i while in a discorinected  mode. s
s er& to request a set m3de,command,  or to :indicate
it cannot accept  a connectlon  :it the mor?ent,. The
;rivI response cannot have an information 1:leld.

A DCr: or i>Ti in the disconnected mode
wil-1 respond  to any command other than. a S,\H! witn
a iN response with the P/r’ bit set to 1 D

Ennumbered Acknowledge ( ti A) Response-e

The iJA re;;porl;e  frame is seqt to ack,now-
le tlge the reception ar,.d acc@ance oi 2 J f r;lme
c o1nman.d.
ce :;secl

A received command is not act;akiy  pro-
until the UA rt:qonse fryme is ,;e . An

in;‘ormat,ion field is not permitted in a tiA frame.

Frsme He ject (PriGi) tiesponse-
The Ftiibir( response fra;ne is sent to re-

port that for some re;ison  the receiver of a corn-
mand or information f r.i3. me ca nno t succes.$uliy
process that frame and that the erg;< co~+.tlqn  1s
not correctaEe by sending the 1 emhr:g f r!3me
again..

frame
‘i’ ypi ea liy this conch t io:2 d ill appear gilen

a without an Fi3 error 11%~ been received
with one of t,he follow;Lng conditions:

1 . The reception of an inws1i.d or not
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implemented command or response fram

2. The reception of an I frame whose
information field exceeds the agreed
upon length.

3* The rece
F:
tion of an im ro

%Ay
appens when tR e
een sent and acknowldeged, or

when I (R is out of sequence with whats P
was expected.

49 The reception of a frame with
information field where one is n%
allowed or the reception of an U or S
frame whose length is incorrect.

When a CMDR or FHMR frame is sent, an
information field is added to the frame that h;h!E
to explain where the problem occurred.
information
contents is

field is three octets long and its
shown if Fig. 9 below.

1------------------------------------------------*

i Information Field Bits
122221 11y1 1111 i
(3~139~~7054321~9~765432101
I
------------------------------------------------

\1 0 0 0 OiZ/Yi"liJi  V(R)/C/  V(S)/01 Rejected Frame1
I I I I I I I I I I Control Field I--------I---LIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII----------

Fig. 9. FRKIR Frame Information Field- - -

Where:

1. The rejected frame control field carries
the control field of the frame that
caused the reject condition. It is in
bits 1-d of the information field.

2. V(S) is the current send state variable

4
f the device reporting the rejection
bit 10 is the low bit).

5. V(R) is the current receive state
variable o f the device r porting
rejection (bit 14 is the low bit7 .

4.

5*

If W is set to 1, the control field
received was invalid or not implemented.

6.

If X is set to 1, the frame that caused
the reject condition was considered
invalid because it was a U or S frame
that ,:yiw;; information field that *
not Bit W must be set to 1 iz
addition to the X bit.

If Y is set to 1, the information field
of a received frame exceeded the maximum
capacity
condition.

of the device reporting the

7.

8.

If' 2 is set to 1, the CCH&O~ f"el$
received and returned i *
colntained an invalid I\I(R lP

Bits 6, and 20 to 23 are set to 0. Bit
12' is set to 0 if the rejected frame was
a command, or 1 if if it was a response.

Unnumbered Information (UI) Frame

The unnumbered information frame is used
to pass information along the link outside the
normal information controls. This allows informa-
tion fields to go back and forth on the link
b
N68

assing flow control. Since these frames are
acknowledgeable, if one gets wiped out, there

is no way to recover it.

The UI frame is not defined in X.25. It
has been taken from ADCCP to allow uncontrolled
information to flow thru the link without inter-
fering with a next higher layer.

Link Error Recovery

There are several link-level errors that are
recoverable without tearing down the connection.
These error situations may occur as a result of
malfunctions within the i)Td or DC& or if
transmission errors occur.

Invalid Frame or FCS Error

If an invalid frame is received
frame is received with an FCS error, that Ffarng
will be discarded with no action taken.

Device Busy ,Condition

When a DTti or DCE becomes temp0raril.l
busy, such as when receive b ffers

Y
are full,

will send a receive not ready RNR) frame. This
tells the other side of the link that the device
cannot handle any more I frames at the moment.
This condition is usually cleared by the sending
of a UA, RR, RtiJ, or SABM command frame.

Send Sequence Number Error

If the send sequence number
an otherwise error-free received I f&me

NS) of
6oeh not

match the receive state variable, V(R), a send
sequence error has occured, and the information
field will be discarded. The receiver will not
acknowled e
until N(S7

this f ame,
matches V R).f

or any other I frames

_ The control field of the erroneous I
frame(s) will be accepted  so that link supervisory
functions can still be performed, such as &Eck;;g
the P/F bit. Because of this updating,
t ansmitted I frame may have an updatea-P bit and
I\1 R).f

Reject (REJ) Error Recovery

R6J is used to re uest a retransmission
of I frames following the de9 ection of a

Only
sequence

error. one outstanding re,ject condition is
allowed at a time. This condition is cleared when
the requested I frame has been received.

A device receiving the REJ command will
clear the error by sendin
cated in H(R) of of the HEf

over the I frame indi-
command frame.

Time-out Error Recovery

When a transmission abnormality wipes
out a single I frame, or the last I frame of a
group? there is no way of telling this immediate-
lY9 since the receiver does not necessarily know
something was sent_- -.
resulting

sent until another frame is
in-an out-of-sequence error.

with this situation better,
To cope

some form of time-out
delay will be incor orated by the sender after it
sends out a frame. 5his time-out timer is started
at the time a frame is sent, and stopped by the
reception of an acknowledgement for the sent
frame. If the timer times out before an acknow-
ledgement is received
are retransmitted.
amount

,~hea~~laUynaE~n~~1e~~~~e~~~~eo5n
that will vary with the type of rf medium

and signaling speed used.

dejection Error

A rejection error condition occurs when
an error-free received frame has one of the fol-
lowing problems:

1. ::elinvalid command or response control
.

2, An inva:Lid frame format.

34 An 1nva:Lid 11(R).

4. An information field that exceeds the
maximum the device can accept.

Once a rejection error occurs, no more I
frames accepted (with the exception of
the P/F bitarE-till usable) until the error is
resolved. The error condition is reported to the
cd&g side of tne link by sending a FKMR response

.

Primary/Secondary versus Balanced Operation

There are two basic classes of link-level
donnections. T.he first, known as Link Access
Procedure (or LAP) is often called an unbalanced
service where the DCd is considered the primary
(or master) devices and the DTr:s are considered
secondary (or slave) devices. The  second class of
service is known as LAPB, Link Access Procedure
Balanced. In this service both devices are
treated as equals as far as connection requests
and other types of commands. There is still only
one DCti and potentially many DTEs, but both ends
can command the link equally.

Primary/Secondary (LAP) cjperation- -

I,Pp is the older style of link control,
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where most of the intelligence was assumed to be
in a large mainframe (the DCI)
were just using smart terminals ?

;zetkh&es  d
P

;;;;;

network software can have a lot of overh;ad i t
made sense at the time to

Ei
ut most of the overhead

in the big computer, an just enough smarts to
make the link work in the terminals.

Balanced (LAPB) Operation

LAPB is a slightly modified version of
LAP. It has been changed to allow the two sides
of a link to operate in a more balanced manner.
In the official  version of X.25 there is still
only one DCE to potentially many DTtis, but the two-
can-operate more-as equals than master and slave.

LAPB is what this document describes for
use over Amateur Radio packet networks. Even when
there is a network controller overseeing the net-
work operation, the balanced link procedure will
enhance operation.

Connection Operation

In amateur radio network operations, it would
be ver
with

helpful if one level 2 protocol would work
t e various rf systems in use.7-l An example of

this is the difference in operation between a
simple two-station link, and multiple stations
o

fi
erating thru a network controller. Obvious1 ,

w en a network controller exists, it should t
considered the DC& while the other station:
connecting to it would be the DTtis. A sim le two-
station connection is another matter. If o this
type of connection the station requ;;iin
connection should always be considered I7TEa
while the device that is receiving the connectio;
re uest
Y

should operate as the DCE. This simple
ru e should eliminate any ambiguity that might
otherwise occur under these conditions.

dOThi There are a couple minor changes from
the omial X.25 standard in the protocol recom-
mended here. These changes are done only as abso-
lutely necessary to .work over theshared rf media.
Since X.25 was written to work so that one DCE
talked with many DTKs over a closed network, it
cannot properly co e with a channel where

nR
there

may be many DCEs li ed to many DTEs. Some ama-
teurs have thrown X.25 out because of this prob-
lem. It seems to take 'ust a cou le minor changes
in the initial link se2 -up proce5ure to make X.25
work properly over 'amateur radio. Where these
changes are made, both the original X.25 procedure
;;fedthe recommended amateur procedure will be

.

LAPB Procedures

The
to set-up

following describes the procedures used
and disconnect a balanced link

between a bTti"E% DCE. These procedures have been
taken from X.25 and conform very closely to that
standard, except where it was necessary to change
due to the radio enviroment.

Address Field Operation

All transmitted frames shall have ad-
dress fields conforming to above-mentioned rules.
All frames should have both the destination device
and the source device addresses in the address
field, with the destination address coming first.
Ek;;neyill allow many links to share-the same rf

address' of
The destinat o address is always the

the stationirs to receive the frame,
while the source address contains the address of
the dveice that sent the frame. The destination
address
if. point

can be a group name or club call however,
to multi-point operation is allowed.

it;zs will be discussed further under link opera-
.

LAPB Connection Establishment

When a device (either a DCE or DTE)
wishes to connect to another device, it will send
a SABM comman f ame to that device and start a
time-out timer Tlt f
and able to conneit,

If the other device is there
it will answe;sr&tiota U$

regponse frame and at thesame t'm
it s internal state varzables V Strf and V fdIf
zigerreg; tion

5
of the UA response frame

will cause the device
at ihh&

requestin
connection to abort the Tl timer and sef its
internal state varia'bles to 0 also.

If the other device doesn't respond

before Tl times out, the device requesting the
connection will re-send the SABM frame, and start
!f.?l running a ain.
connection wi 1?f

This tuqn4-y
continue f

to establish- a
the reauestlnisr

device has tr’ed unsuccessfully a number of times:
!Phat number i Nl) is variable,
frequency of operation,

depending on the

terrestial vs.
type of transmission (eg.

satellite),
in use.

and the signaling speed
Nl will be discussed in another section.

Information Transfer

Once a con.nection has been established
as outlined above,
I, S, and U frames.

both devices are able to accept

Sending of I Frames

Whenever a station has an I
transmit, fr m 2it will send the I frame with ti Spe
the contra

tf
ield equal to it's current send state

variable V S . Once the I frame is sent, the send
state variable is incremented by one.

The Qation should not transmit any more
1: frames if it s send state variable ec uals
last received N(R) from the other side oh

the
the link

plus seven. If it were to send more I frames, the
f: low control window would be exceeded and errors
could result.

If a device is in a busy condition, it
may still send I frames as long as the other
device is not also busy.

If a device is in the frame-rejection
mode, it will stop sending I frames.

Receiving I Frames

If a device receives a valid I frame
(one with a correct FCS and whose send sequence
number
ble) an3

uals the receiver's receive state varia-
is not in the busy condition, it will

accept the received I frame, increment it s
ceive state variable, and act in one of the fE?I
lowing manner:

1. Iff, it has an I frame t

dRY
may be sent with
equa it's

variable V R)t t Thus a

0 send ? tha
the t ransmi
recei ve s

cknowle dging

t I

Et”:
the

received frdme. - Alternatel
IT

tiie device

8%
send an RR frame with J(R)
, and then send the I frame.

equal to

2. If there are no outstanding 1 frames,
the receiving device wil send an RR
frame with N(H) equal to V t R).

If the device is in a busy condition it
may ignore any received I frames without reporting
this condition other than repeating the indication
of the busy condition.

If a busy condition exists, the station
receiving the busy condition indication should

5
,011 the sender of the busy indication periodical-
-y until the busy condition disappears.

The reception of I frames that contain
zero length information fields shall be reported
to the next level but no information field will be
transferred.

When an I frame is received with a cor-
rect ECS
match

but it's send sequence number does not
the current receiver s receive state varia-

ble, the frame should be discarded and a HEJ frame
should be sent with a receive sequence number
equal to one higher (module 8) than the last
correctly received I frame . Any out-of-sequence
received I frames should be handled in this man-
ner. The received state variable and 011 bit in
such a discarded frame should be chec edR before
throwing it away, and take any action needed de-
pending on the condition of them.

Receiving Acknowledgement

Whenever an I or S frame iS car ectly
received, even in a busy condition, the N fR) of
the received frame should be checked to see if ii
includes an acknowldlegment  of outstanding sent
f’rames. The Tl timer should be reset if the
received frame actually acknowledges previously
unacknowledged frames. If the Tl timer is reset,
and there are still some frames that have been
sent that are not acknowledged, Tl should be
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started again. If the 'I? timer tins out before an
acknowledgement is received, the device should
proceed to the retransmission procedure.

Receiving ReJect

Upon receiving a RtiJ frame, the trans-
mitting station will set its send state variable
to the same value are the RtiJ frames received
se uence

9
number in the control f'e d. The device

wi 1 isthen retransmit any I frame s outstanding at
the next availabile opportunity conforming to the
following:

1.

2.

5.

4.

Me

If the device is not transmittin
2

at the
time, and the channel is open, the evice ma
commence to retransmit the I frame(s J
immediately.

If tne device is operating on a full dupl;;
channel transmittiong a U or S frame when '
receives a REJ frame, it may finish sendin
the U or S frame and then retransmit the f
frame(s).

If the device is operating in a full duplex
channel transmitting another I frame wt;~ ii
receives a REJ frame, it may abort
frame it was sendin

f
and start retransmission

of the requested I rames immediately.

The device may send just the one I frame
outstandin , or it may send more than one if
an

ic
more f frames followed the first one not

;;e;owledged, provided the total to be se t
r;lot exceed the flow control window ?7

frames).

If th?? device recives a REJ frame with
poll bit set, it should respond with either an

KH or RiJd frame with the final bit set before
retransmitting the outstanding I frame(s).

Receiving an HNR Frame

Whenever a device receives an RNR frame,
it may transmit or retransmit the I frame whose
send sequence number equals that of tne received
sequence number indicated in the Ri?R control
field. If timer Tl runs out after the RIVR was
received the waiting acknowledgement procedure
listed below should be performed. The poll bit
may be used in conjunction with S frames to
E;;fi;nchange in the condition of the busied.

te;;

No I frames other than the one mentioned
above may be sent out before the busy condition is
cleared.

Sending a Busy Indication

Whenever a device enters a busy condi-
tion, it will indicate this by sendin an l&JR
response at the next opportunity. BWhi e the de-
vice is in the busy condition,
process S f.rames.

Yit may receive ii,"
and if a received S frame

%e P bit set to one, the device should send a HNK
frame with the F bit set to one at the next possi-
ble opportunity. To clear the busy condition, the
device should send either a RR or REJ frame with
the received sequence number equal to the current
receive state variable, dependin

I?
on whether the

last received I frame was proper y received or
not.

Waiting Acknowledgement Resetting Procedure

The device should maintain an internal
retransmission count variable which is set

1
0 zero

whenever another I frame is acknowledged either
frame, or when a
higher than the

acknowledgement of
additional I

The resetting procedure is used to ini-
tialize both d:Lrections of flow after a non-
recoverable error has occured. This resetting

f
rocedure is only used when in the information
ransfer phase of an AX.25 link.

Any time the timer Tl runs out, the
device will re-enter the timer recove

?l
condition,

the retransmission count variable wil be incre-
ment ed by one, and another internal variable (x)
;iiie be set to the current send state variable

.

The device will then restart the Tl
timer, set its receive state variable to the last
receive sequence number, and retransmit the cor-
responding I or S frame with the P bit set to one.

The timer recovery condition is cleared
when the device receives a valid S frame with the
P bit set to one.

A device shall request a reset b send-
ing an SAbiq frame. Upon receiving an SAY frame!L
from a station previously connected to, the re-
ceiver of an SABM frame should send a UA frame
back at the earliest opportunity. Both devices
should then set their send and receive state vari-
ables to zero. An busy condition that previously
existed will also Ti e cleared.

It is : ossible to initiate a disconnect
procedure insteal $ of resetting the link.

One device may ask the other to reset
the link by sendin
the DM frame is senf

a i)M res once
the sen ing device will then

disconnect;d state.
ii

frame. After

enter the

If the device receives an S frame with
t,h,,em  Fth,bit set to one and IV(H) within the range

current send state variable to X men-
tioned above inclusive while in the timer recovery
condition, this condition  will be cleared, and the
send state variable will be set to the N(K) re-
ceived.

If the device. receives an S frame with
the F bit set to zero but otherwise the same
condition as the last paragraph, the timer re-
covery condition will &Yi' be cleared. The re-
ceived *J(H) may be used however to update the send
state variable. The device may keep the last I
frame transmitted (even if it was acknowledged) to
be retransmitted with the P bit set to one if
timer Tl expires at a later time.

;3nce the retransmission count variable
reaches l\lL , the device should proceed to the re-
setting procedures outlined belowN

Link Disconnection

When in the information-transfer phase,
either device may initiate a link disconnection b
sending a DISC frame. It should then start its TT
timer, and wait for a response. If the
resuonse doesn t come before Tl times ou , itT

roper

should send the-DISC  frame again and restart' Tl d
If this happens lil2 times, the device should enter
the disconnected state.

When a DISC frame is received, the re-
ceiver should return a UA response frame,, and
enter the disconnected state.

Disconnected State

After having sent a DISC frame and
received a UA, or receiving a i)1.SC and having sent
a UA, the device will enter the disconnected
state.

In the disconnected state, the device
may initiate a link set-up as outlined in connec-
F2-gn establishment abgve. It may also respond to

reception of a sABH and establish a connec-
tion, or it may ignore the SABM and send a DM
instead.

Any station receiving a DISC command
while in the disconnected state should send back a
DM response frame.

Any device receiving a command frame
other than a SiiBM or U1 frame with the P bit set
to one should res and with a DIv'I frame with the F
bit set to one. rfl he offending frame should also
be ignored.

When the device enters the disconnected
state after an error condition or if it has re-
covered from an internal error condition by coming
U
t isR

in the disconnected state, it should indicate

frame.
by sending a DI4 res onse .rather than a DISC

It should start ehe Tl timer when the DM
is sent

DISt
and if Tl times out befcre

Eame
frame back

and restart '!'I.
it should sen

zettti;tgh;rjAI3!

DM fi-ame 242 times
After retransmitting the

disconnected state,
the device will remain in the
and no other action will be

taken.



One device may ask the other to initiate
Fragnk reset by transmitting a FRMl3 response

.

After sending the FRMR frame,
ing device will enter the frame TheSst:F:-re ‘ect

2%
condition is cleared when the aevice thai
the FRMR frame receives an SABM or DISC

command, or a DM response frame. Any other com-
mand received while the device is in the frame
re .ect

i
state will cause another FRMR to be sent

ou with the same information field as originally
sent.

The device that sent the FRMR f'f;;
should start the T1 timer when the FRMR is
If above mentioned frames are not received before
the timer runs out the FRMR frame should be
retransmitted, and the Tl timer restarted as des-
cribed in the waiting acknowledgement section
above. If the FRMR is sent N2 times without
supress, the link should be reset.

tizjection Conditions

A device should initiate the link-reset
procedure when a frame is received with the cor-
rect FCS and address field during the information
transfer phase witin one or more Of the following
conditions:

1. The frame is not known as a command or
response to the device.

2. The information field is invalid (as an
example is longer than 256 octets).

A device will initiate a reset procedure
whenever it receives a DM or FRMR response frame
during the information transfer phase.

A device may initiate a reset
F
rocedure

also whenever it receives a UA response rame or
if it receives an unsolicited response frame with
the F bit set to one.

Collision Recovery

Collisions in a Half-Duplex Enviroment

Collisions of frames of an
half-duplex enviroment are essential y1

type in a
taken care

of by the retry nature of the Tl timer and re-
transmission count variable.
action needs to be taken.

No other special

Collisions in a Full-Duplex Enviroment

Collisions in a full-du lex
%

enviroment
are not really frame collisions, ut have more to
do with the devices being pulled in two different
directions at the same time.

Collisions of Unnumbered Commands

If the sent and received U command
frames are the same, both devices should send a UA
response at the earliest opportunity, and both
devices should enter the indicates state.

If the sent and received U commands are
different, both devices should enter the discon-
nected state, and transmit a DM frame at the
earliest opportunity.

Collision of a DM with a SABM or DISC

When an unsolicited DM response frame is
sent, a collision between it and a $ABM or IIISC
may occur. In order to prevent this DM from being
misinterpreted. ali unsolicited DM frames should
be trankmitted with the F bit set to zero. All
SABM and DISC frames should be sent with the P bit
set to one, so there isn't any confusion when a DM
frame is received.

Connectionless Operation

operation that isn't really feasable using level 2
connections.
where

This operation is thle roundtable,
several amateurs may be enga ed

f
in one con-

versation.
connected

The only way to accomp ish this in a
mode would be to have everyone cross-

connected with each other.
c,eperate frame
roundtable every

totFmesent
This would require a
to each member of the

someone
;;,vtous1y,

slays something.
this mode is not

amateur packet radio ent usiastsR
ractical.

have
The way

ended
UPside

im lementing the roundtable operation is
T

out-
he AX.25 connection,

AX.25 frame structure.
but still using the

AX.25 does allow a special
frame for th'a,op;;;meon, called the Unnumbered
Information i ) It is recommended that
when this type of operation is in use, the desti-
nation address have a code word installed in it to
prevent the users of that particular roundtable
from seeing
medium.

all frames going thru the shared RF
An example of this is if a

amateurs in a roundtable
group of

are discussion about
packet radio,
nation address,

they could put PAC~6T in the desti-
SO they would only :receive frames

from others in the same discussion. An added
advantage of the use of AX.25 in this manner is
that the source of each f.rame is in the source
address sub-field, so software could be written to
automatically displa,y who is making what comments.

AX.25
Admitted1 ,

5
this is a kludge to the level 2

protoco . THis
belongs at the next laver

ty

operation,
( f
e of operation real1
aver 3. packet level35

of but un%il layer 3- is Aimplemented;
this appears to be an acceptable substitute.

Keep in mind that this mode is connection-
less, so all transmitted frames should be of good
quality, as there will be no re uest:; for retrans-
missions of bad frames. Co1 isionsY will also
occur, with
that collided.

the potential of losing I;he frames

List of System Defined Parameters- -

Timers

It is recommended that there are two
timers used to maintain the integrity 0:' the AX.25
layer 2 connection.

The first timer, Tl is used to make
sure a device doesn't wait for&er for a response
to a frame it sends. This timer cannot be ex res-
sed in absolute time, since the time require ii to
send frames varies greatly with the baud rate used
at level 1. Tl should be at least twice the time
it would take to send a maximum length frame to
the other end of the link, and get the proper
response frame bats from the other end of the
lin6 This would allow time for the other end of
the link to do some processing before responding.

isn't
The second timer, TL, is used whenever Tl

running to make sure that a supervisory
frame is sent periodicallv to maintain link inte-
grity. It a&o will vary dramatica;Lly  depending
on layer 1 constraints, and is subject for further
study.

Maximum Number of Retrys (N2)

The maximum number of retrvs is used in con-
junction with the Tl timer.
ing on the layer ? in use,

It"will. vary depend-
but will generally be

sixteen.

Maximum Number of Octets in an I Fj-eld (N7)w-p-

The maximAm number of octets allowed in
the I field will be ‘2%. There should also be an
eve.n multiple number of octets.

Maximum Number of I Frames Outstanding (k)

The maximum number of outstanding I
fra,mes  at a time is seven. A smaller number ~!mjr

be used at any time,
ahead of time.

provided it is agreed upon
In Amateur Radio circles, there is a type of
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First
Bit Sent

Flag 1 Address 1 Control 1 FCS 1 Flag
------------------------------------------------.---------
01111110 1112/168  Bits1  8 Bits 1 16 Bits 1 ~01111110

Fig. 1A. U and S Franc Construction

First
Bit Sent
-----113----------------------------------------------------------------

I FlaGI 1 Address 1 Control1 PID I Info. 1 FCS 1 Flag I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 01111110 (112/168  Bits1  8 Bits I 8 Bits1 N*8 Bits1 16 Bits1  01111110 1

Fig. 1B. Information Frame Construction

First
Octet Sent
----------------LIII------------------------------

Address Field of Frame
------------------------------------------------
Destination Address ) Source Address

------------------------------------------------
Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 1 A8 A9 Al0 All A12 Al3 A14
--------------------------------------------------

Fig, 2A. Non-Repeater Address Field Encoding-_I

First
Octet Sent

Address Field of Frame I------------------------------- -----wIIIIIIIIIIIIII--~----------.-----------
Destination Address1 Source Address I Repeater Address

-1---------1-1---------------------------------------~---------------------
Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A71A8  A9 Al0 All A12 A13 A141A15 Al6 A17 A18 A19 A20 A21

Fig. 2B. Repeater Address Field Encoding
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Appendix A. Non-Repeater  Frame Example
--------~--------------------------
1 Octet i ASCII lBin.DatlalHex  Data1
-----------------------------------

~01111110~
10010110~
01110000,
,I001  1010(
10011010,
10011110(
0 10000d0  1
011 coooo 1
IO IO 1 1 IO 1
1 oOc~Oloo  1
01 lcldoo(
1~010100(
100c1100,
10010010(
01100001 I
00111111 i
11110000,

7E
i96 1

70

94
8C
92
61
3F
PC)

i PCS i part I /XXXXXXXX/  HH i
1 PCS 1 P
I Flag I

art 2lXXXXXXXXl HH I
,01111110,  7E 1

-----------------------------------

The frame shown is an SABM frame not *
thru a level 2 repeater, from WB4JF.I {SSID=O~O1!~~
K&WI0 (SSID=O), with no level 3 protocol.

Appendix B. Repeater Type Operation

1 Octet i ASCII iBin.DataiHex  Data/
,---------------------------------

tiOllllllOi
{ 10010110(
,Ol llooopl
,10011010(
1 I($01 101q
(10011110,

space ~010000001
S&D

w
,01100000(

B
(10101110{

4
I10000100,

J
(01101000(

F
\ 10010100,

I
p031100(

SSID
~1001001d(

lli
(01100000(

:

(10101110,
~10000100~

J
~01101000,

F
,10010100(

I
(10001100(

SSID
,10010010(

SABM
(11100011(

none
(00111111I
,11110000(

part IIXXXXXXXXI
part 2(XXXXXXXX,

,01111110,

;:
70
9A
9A
9E

2::
AE
t34

8

g:
60
Ar:
84

E

g:
E3
3F
FO
HH
HH
7E
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Appendix  C.

Advantages  of the WB4JFI  Addressing Scheme

Some of the advantages to using this
addressing system are:

1. Every packet station will have a unique
fixed address that doesn't change every
time a new network is logged into.

2. Reloca ing to a new area won't cause
major 1 or minor) problems.

3. fallows for more than 62 or 31 users at a
.

4* PJO local packet guru is needed to
addresses with attendant

assign
concerns of

backup and transfer during failure.

59 Direct or network operation requires no
change of address.

6. All the pro'blems with dynamic
allocation/de-allocation are eliminated.

7. Reduces local co-network interference due
to users in overlapping local network rf
domains with the same address fields.

8. With every frame having both the
destination and source addresses in them,
it will be a lot easier to set-up and run
multiple connections on the same data
channel without having problems arise as
to who is sending what frames to whom.

96 In round-table operation,
sent will- ha;; the

every frame
source address

imbedded allowing automatic
printing ofithe &urce of -the frame.



Appendix D. Layer  2 AX.25 State Table

i
State ;.I with11 with-iRR with[RR with-IREJ withiREJ with-;RNR with/RNR with-1 UA DM Film

, Poll ,out P 1 Final lout F 1 Final ,out F 1 Final lout F
SABIvl 1 DISC! 1 1 i ileitherleitherl  either1 either i either 1

I
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
$4 Disconnected 1 DM 1 1 DM 1 1 DM 1 1 DM i /UA,S:, i DM i i sAB/~,S;~  1 1

i
I---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(S2 Link Setup I I I I I I I i ; UA 1 DlvI,Sl ; s5 I Sl ; i

i
1I---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------’

$33 Frame Reject ; FRHR ; ; FRMH 1 I FRMR 1 1 FKMR ) ;UA,S5 ;UA,Sl ; ISABM,S~ I SABM,S~[
i
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
$34 Disconnect Rqst i 1 I I I I 1 1 I DM 1 UA ) Sl i Sl i
I
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
lS5 Information Xfr i RR 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 1 i I 1 S9 ; S9 1 UA /UA,Sl ;SABM,S2/SABM,S2 ; SABM,S2
I
---------------p-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
$36 KEJ Frame Sent ; RK,S5; I,S5 ; I ; I 1 I ) 1- t Sl5 ) s1r ;UA,S5 ;UA,Sl 1 SA!lM,S? 1 SABM,% 1 ;jABM,~;;Z
I
---I-------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(S7 Waiting Acknow. 1 RR i I 1 I,S5 1 I 1 I,S5 ; I ; SC3 I s12 ;UA,S5 ;UA,Sl 1 SABM,5%; SABM,&? 1 SABH,SjZ
I
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-----------------
$8 Device Busy IRNR 1 mm; I ; I 1 I i 1 I Sli> ; SIO 1 UA iUA,Sl ;SAYM,S2;SABM,S2  ; SABM,s2
---------u-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IS3 Remote Device 1 RR 1 RR i T,S5 i I,S5 i I,S5 i I,S5 i i iUA,S5 /UA,Sl 1 SAH4,S2/ SAbi!l,S2  1 SABM,S2
I Eusy I I I I i i i 1I i t ! I1 I
,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I

I

;SlO Both Devices j PJi I! i RN K
Busy

i I,W i I,$3 1 I,% 1 I,StJ ( i
I

I
i I I I I I I

1 UA,% 1 UA,;jl 1 SABd,SLl SABM,S2 1 SNN,S2 1
1 I I I I------p--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+311 Waiting Acknow.; RNH 1 RAW i I,S8 j I j I,StJ \ I. i SIO 33 iUA,S8 [UA,Sl [ SAFj,vl,;;j2  1 sABpi,s2 1 I
1 and Device Busy 1

sAdlv’I,s;2,

I I I I I I I I I I----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
i,S12 Waiting Acknow.; RR 1 RR 1
1 and Remote Busy I

I,;;5 \ I,S7 1 I,S5 1 I,S'I \ i [!JA,S5 \UA,Sl t1 SABiY,S2 1 SABb'l,S2 \ SABN,S2  1
I I I I 1 I I I I I I ! I

I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1S13 Waiting Acknow.; KNH [ l3ol
1 Both Devices i3usy 1 i 19s8 1

I,Sll \ I,S8 i 1,Sll [ i [UA,S8 iUA,Sl i SABbI,S2 i SABN,SZ 1 SAHN,G;i~
I I I I I I I I I I I I,-“‘“““‘“‘“--““‘“--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

i S14 REJ sent and i Rlw Elm Si 6 CJ6 ('1 r>i'l i"') 1c)lil-ll'l, *)L
1 and Device Busy 1 i \ 11 I 1 I i I i ; i U/{,$jij  ; L'A,jl ; ;ii~li,;jL; ;ji;ulj;,s2  ;

I
I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I

I
-------o-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------

lSl5 KtiJ Sent and
( i!emot;e uusy

\RH,S9 1 RR,S;(3 1 I,S6 \ I,S6 1 I,S6 \ I,S6 1 [UA,S5 [UA,Sl i s;AJj;jy ) SL 1 s/iJj,I{,  Sj2 1 sj\b$l f s;;2
I I I I I I i I I I I I

1-r---  -- --1~16 RtiJ sent and i RljK \ RA ii i i,SlJ i 1,214 1 I,S:4 1 I$74 ; j I' UA,lj5  1 lJA,Sl j :g&dl ) J2 ; J,J&h;?!"i  p :-;:, 1 ;;j\blq , c;;J
1 Both Devices Busy 1 I I I I I I I I I I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -


